“All That is True and Sincere Will Always be Kept” (Editorial)

BY BELOO MEHRA

Namaste! Greetings for this very special Darshan day, August 15, 2021, which marks the beginning of a year-long celebration of Sri Aurobindo’s 150th birthday and 75th anniversary of India’s political independence. At Renaissance, we are celebrating this occasion by dedicating the next 12 issues to explore the 12 attributes or soul-powers necessary for full manifestation of Her Work.

When the Mother was asked, “How to find back India's soul?”, Her reply was: “Become conscious of your psychic being. Let your psychic being become intensely interested in India's Soul and aspire towards it, with an attitude of service; and if you are sincere you will succeed.” (CWM, 13: 370)

This is the essential work the Mother asks us to do for our beloved motherland, for India, our Mother. We begin our year-long yajña at Renaissance with the theme Sincerity.
August 15: Its World-Significance
BY AMAL KIRAN

...as soon as we speak of God-realisation being India’s master quest no less than being the one means of fulfilling the ideals of democracy we come to be on the look-out for a yet profounder reason for our national soul’s predilection for August 15.

More Highlights
• Sincerity Stories Told by the Mother
• Sincerity as Clear Vision and Self-Development (Maureen Hall)
• Sincerity in Social-Political Life: Some Words of the Mother
• Growing in Sincerity on the Path of Integral Yoga (Sanjeev Patra)
• An Audio-visual Meditation on Sincerity
• सर्वं सन्तु निरामया: – May All be Free from Illness – 3 (Rajeshwari)
• DON'T MISS OUR DIGITAL EXHIBITS!